The following theorem shows that conversely every covariant system (G,A) having this property is isomorphic to a system (G, IndD), in the sense that there exists a G-equivariant isomorphism <P from A onto Ind D. IndT) ), where the G-equivariant isomorphism <P: A -► IndT) is given by 0(a)(x) = a +1 ,for aeA and x G G.
For proving this theorem we need the following lemma.
Lemma. Suppose that fF is a subspace of Ind D such that for every x e G the space F(x) := {f(x);f G &~} is dense in D. If ¡F is invariant under multiplication with continuous functions of compact supports on G/H, then f? is dense in Ind D.
Proof. Let g G Ind D and e > 0 be given. We choose a compact subset K of G/77 such that ||g(.x:)|| < e/2 for every xH £ K. If q denotes the quotient map from G onto G/77, then we can find a compact subset C of G such that q(C) -K. Now for every x G C there exist fx G & and a compact neighborhood Vx of x in G suchthat ||7^(v)-£(y)|| < e/2 for every y G Vx . Since C is compact, it is covered by finitely many Vr , ... ,Vr . Thus K is covered by Wx, ... , Wn , where Wi = q(Vx) for / = \, ... ,n . Now let y/x, ... , y/n be a partition of unity for K such that supp y/¡ ç Wi for every / G {1,...,«} . Then, for f(x) = J2"=x y/¡(xH)fx(x), we obtain This corollary allows an interesting application to locally compact transformation groups. If 77 is a closed subgroup of G such that 77 acts jointly continuously on a locally compact space Y, then 77 acts on G x Y by h(x ,y) = (xh~l ,hy). The quotient space (G x T)/77 is usually denoted by G xH Y. Now G acts on GxHY by inverse left translation of the first component, and it is easily seen that C0(G xH Y) is G-isomorphic to Ind(C0(T)). Hence we obtain the following result which shows that Situation 4 and Situation 7 of [7] are the same. Corollary 2. Suppose that (G,M) is a locally compact transformation group, <p: M -* G/H a continuous G-equivariant map, and Y = tp~l({eH}). Then (G,M) is homeomorphic to (G,GxHY) is the sense that there is a G-equivariant homeomorphism between G xHY and M. Remark. One can use our theorem, at least in the case of a trivial twisting map, to give a relatively simple proof of [3, Theorem 17] , which is the main part of Green's deduction of the Mackey-machine. In fact Green's theorem follows immediately from the Morita equivalence of the crossed product algebras C*(H,D) and C*(G, IndT)). This is a special case of Raeburn's symmetric imprimitivity theorem in [6] , but it seems to us that a direct proof of this special case would be a little bit simpler than the proof of Raeburn's more general result. Finally, note that Raeburn also has shown that Green's theorem is a consequence of his symmetric imprimitivity theorem, using substantially the symmetry of his result [6, Special case 2.4].
